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 COMMENT

 Philippe Rigollet and Alexandre B. Tsybakov

 Princeton University and CREST-ENSAE

 1. Introduction

 Estimation of covariance matrices in various norms is an issue that finds

 applications in a wide range of statistical problems and especially in principal
 component analysis. It is well known that, without further assumptions, the
 empirical covariance matrix E* is the best possible estimator in many ways, and
 in particular in a minimax sense. However, it is also well known that E* is not
 an accurate estimator when the dimension p of the observations is high. The
 minimax analysis carried out by Tony Cai and Harry Zhou (Cai and Zhou (2012)
 in what follows) guarantees that for several classes of matrices with reasonable
 structure (sparse or banded matrices), the fully data-driven thresholding estima
 tor achieves the best possible rates when p is much larger than the sample size n.
 This is done, in particular, by proving minimax lower bounds that ensure that
 no estimator can perform better than the hard thresholding estimator, uniformly

 over the sparsity classes Gq for each 0 < q < 1. This result has a flavor of uni
 versality in the sense that one and the same estimator is minimax optimal for
 several classes of matrices.

 Our comments focus on the sparsity classes of matrices.
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 MINIMAX ESTIMATION OF LARGE COVARIANCE MATRICES 1359

 (a) Optimal rates. Optimal rates are obtained in Cai and Zhou (2012) under the
 assumption that the dimension is very high: p > n", u > 1. Thus, the case of
 dimensions smaller than n, or even p ~ n, is excluded. This seems to be due to
 the technique employed to prove the lower bound (Theorem 2 in Cai and Zhou
 (2012)). Indeed, by a different technique, we show that the lower bound holds
 without this assumption, cf. Theorem 1 below. Furthermore, in general, our
 lower rate ip^ is different from that obtained in Cai and Zhou (2012) and
 has ingredients similar to the optimal rate for the Gaussian sequence model.
 We conjecture that it is optimal for all admissible configurations of n,p, and
 sparsity parameters.

 (b) Frobenius norm and global sparsity. We argue that the Frobenius norm is
 naturally adapted to the structure of the problem, at least for Gaussian
 observations, and we derive optimal rates under the Frobenius risk and global
 sparsity assumption.

 (c) Approximate sparsity. Again under the Frobenius risk, one can obtain not
 only the minimax results but also oracle inequalities. We demonstrate it for
 the soft-thresholding estimator. This allows us to deal with a more general
 setup where the covariance matrix is not necessarily sparse but can be well
 approximated by a sparse matrix.

 Below we denote by ||A|| the Frobenius norm of a matrix A:

 =tr(^T) = £>?.,

 where tr(B) stands for the trace of square matrix B. Moreover, for q > 0, we
 denote by \v\q the ^q-norm of a vector v and by \A\q the £q norm of the off
 diagonal entries of A. We set |A|o = J2i^jHaij ^ 0) (the number of non-zero
 off-diagonal entries of A). The operator £q —> £q norm of A is denoted by ||A||g.

 2. Frobenius Norm and Sparsity

 The cone of positive semi-definite (PSD) matrices can be equipped with a
 variety of norms, even more so than a vector space. Cai and Zhou (2012) choose
 the || • ||i norm and consider classes of matrices that are essentially adapted to
 this metric. For example, the class Qq defined in (1) controls the largest £q norm
 of the columns of the covariance matrix S with 0 < q < 1 while the || • ||i norm
 measures the largest £\ norm of the columns of S — S. Theorem 1 below indicates
 that for q = 1 consistent estimators do not exist.

 One may wonder whether faster rates can be obtained if, for example, S has

 one row/column with large £q norm and all other rows/columns have small £q
 norm. It is quite clear that the || ■ ||i norm fails to capture such a behavior and
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 1360 T. TONY CAI AND HARRISON H. ZHOU

 we need to resort to other norms. As we see below, this is achievable when the
 Frobenius norm is used.

 The Frobenius norm is a rather weak norm on the PSD cone. Indeed, it is
 very much a vector norm unlike the || • ||i norm used by Cai and Zhou (2012)
 or the spectral norm, that are both operator norms. However, the choice of a
 norm is rather subjective but some general guidelines exist in a given statistical
 setup. It can be motivated by the idea of minimizing the Kullback-Leibler diver
 gence between the true distribution and its estimator (see, e.g., Rigollet (2012)).
 This principle naturally gives rise to the use of the Frobenius norm in Gaussian
 covariance matrix estimation, as indicated by the following lemma.

 Lemma 1. Let Ip be the pxp identity matrix and A be a symmetric pxp matrix
 such that Ip + A is PSD. Denote by Ps the distribution ofJ\fp(0,E) (a zero-mean
 normal random variable in W with covariance matrix E > 0). Then, for any
 0 < e < 1, the Kullback-Leibler divergence between Pip+Ea and Pjp satisfies

 KL(P/p+£A,P/p)<^||A||2,
 where

 _ e-Ml + e)
 £z

 Moreover if || A||2 < 1, we have

 KL(P/p+eA, PIp) > (1 — 1°g2)g2 ||A||2 . (C.2.1)

 1j ■

 j

 Proof. Take E — Ip + eA and observe that

 KL.(ft.iy = Elog (^W) = iElog - X^-'X),
 where X ~ Ap(0, E). Let Aj,..., Xp denote the eigenvalues of A and recall that
 det(E) = rij ( 1 + eAjj. Moreover,

 E[XrX - AtE_1A:] = tr(E[AAT] - E-1E[AA:t]) - tr(E - Ip) =

 Therefore,

 KL(PS, PIp) = ^ ^[eA,- - log(l + eA,)] < \ f^gieXfiX* .
 j=i j=i

 Note now that since Ip + A is PSD, then A, > —1 for all j = 1,... ,p. Therefore,
 since g is monotone decreasing on (—1, oo), it yields g(e\j) < g(—c). The second
 statement of the lemma follows by observing that if ||A||2 < 1, then eA,- < e < 1
 for all j = 1,... ,p.
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 3. Minimax Lower Bounds over Classes of Sparse Matrices

 We denote by <Jij the elements of S and by 07^ the jth column of S with
 its jth component replaced by 0. For any q > 0, R > 0, we define the following
 classes of matrices:

 gf\R) = {s e C>0 : |S|| <R, <Jit = 1,Vi|,

 Qg1](R) = {s g c>0 : max |cr(i)|^ < R, <jü = l,Vi} ,

 where C>0 is the set of all positive definite symmetric p x p matrices. For q =
 0, we define the classes Çq (R) and Çq1\r) analogously, with the respective
 constraints |E|o < R and maxi<j<p |cr(y)|o < R- Here R is an integer for the class

 Çq^(R), and an even integer for Çq°\R) in view of the symmetry. We assume

 that R = 2k < p(p — 1) for Çq°\r) and R = k < p — 1 for ÇqX\R), where k is an
 integer. Set

 for some positive constant cq that does not depend on the parameters p, n, R.
 The following minimax lower bounds hold.

 Theorem 1. Fix R > 0, 0 < q < 2, Co > 0, and integers n > 1, p > 2. Consider
 the conditions

 <«,, R< Co, <Co
 1-1?/2 /lnrrn\ l1"?)/2 /lArrr,\V2

 (C.3.1)
 Let Xi,... ,Xn be i.i.d. Mp{0, E) random vectors, and let w : [0,00) —»■ [0, 00) be
 a monotone non-decreasing function such that w(0) = 0 and vu ^ 0. Then there
 exist constants cq > 0, c\ > 0, c > 0, depending only on Co such that, under the
 first and third conditions in (C.3.1),

 /IIS - E||\
 inf sup Ey,w[-U—77w^)>c, (C.3.2)
 S E€Ö^(Ä) V C^{ ) '

 and under the second and third conditions in (C.3.1),

 /||Ê-E|U
 inf sup Ey.w[ .,u ) > c, V 0 < q < 1, (C.3.3)
 ê seßPw V c^( ) '

 where Ey denotes the expectation with respect to the joint distribution of X1,...,
 Xn and the infimum is taken over all estimators based on X1,..., Xn.
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 Proof. We first prove (C.3.2) with q = 0 and R = 2k. Assume first that
 k < p2 /16. We use Theorem 2.7 in Tsybakov (2009). It is enough to check that
 there exists a finite subset M of (2k) such that, for some constant C > 0 and
 some V > Cip(°\ we have

 (i) ||E — s'il > ip, vs^s'ejVu {ip},
 (ii) nKL(Ps,Pfp) < 2 4 log(cardAT), V E E AC

 -4

 We show that these conditions hold for

 w=[~\og(l+eV<P~l)
 n \ 2k

 1/2

 Let B be the family of all p x p symmetric binary matrices, banded such that
 for all B E B, bij = 0 if \i — j\ > Vk, with 0 on the diagonal and exactly k
 nonzero over-diagonal entries equal to 1. Let M be the number of elements in
 the over-diagonal band where the entry 1 can only appear. For k < p2/4 we
 have M > p\fk — k > pVk/2. Therefore for, k < pVk/4, Lemma A.3 in Rigollet
 and Tsybakov (2011) implies that there exists a subset Bo of B such that for any
 B, B' £Bo,B^ B', we have \\B - B'\\2 >(k + l)/4, and

 log(cardßo) > Ci A; log ^1 + (C.3.4)
 for some absolute constant Ci > 0. Consider the family of matrices A/" = {S =
 Ip + : Be Bo} where

 f 1 ( ep x N 1,/2 a = a0 I - log I 1 +
 n \ 4ifk

 for some ao > 0. All matrices in M have at most 2 Vk nonzero elements equal
 to a in each row. Therefore, the first inequality in (C.3.1) guarantees that for ao
 small enough, matrices Ip + aB with B E Bo and, a fortiori, S 6 J\f are diagonally

 dominant and hence PSD. Thus, M C Qq°\2k) for sufficiently small a0 > 0. Also,
 for any S,E' e AT, S ^ E', we have

 ||E - E'll2 > C2a2k

 for some absolute constant C2 > 0. It is easy to see that this inequality also
 holds with a different C2 if E or E' is equal to Ip. The above display implies (i).
 To check (ii), observe first that since Ip + aB is PSD, we can apply Lemma 1
 with A = aB, e -= 1/2, to get

 nKL(Ps,PJp) < wa2g(-1/2)||ff||2 <a2kn, V E € N.
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 To prove (ii), it suffices to take a,Q < 2~~4C\, and to use (C.3.4). This proves
 (C.3.2) with q = 0 under the assumption k < p2 /16. The case q — 0, k > p2/16
 corresponds to a rate of order \fpjn and is easily treated via the Varshamov
 Gilbert argument (we omit the details).

 Next, observe that (C.3.2), for 0 < q < 2, follows from the case q = 0. Indeed,
 let k be the maximal integer such that 2kaq < R (we assume ao small enough
 to have k > 1, cf. the third inequality in (C.3.1)). Hence, |£|g = 2kaq < R for
 any £ G M. Also, ay/k < Rl/2a}~q/2 / y/2, and thus the first inequality in (C.3.1)
 ensures the positive definiteness of all £ € N for small ao. For this choice of k,
 we have k + 1 > Ra~~q/2 and k < C$Rnql2 with some constant C3 > 0. It can
 be easily shown that (i) holds with

 ? > OB (lie, (l + ^))"q/2 CR (bog (l + 1_,/2
 The proof of (C.3.3) is quite analogous, with the only difference that B is now

 defined as the set of all symmetric binary matrices with exactly k off-diagonal
 entries equal to 1 in the first row and in the first column, and all other entries
 0. Then, for k < (p — l)/2, Lemma A.3 in Rigollet and Tsybakov (2011) implies
 that there exists a subset Hi of B such that for any two distinct B, B' G Hi, we

 have |6(1) — &(i)|i > (k + l)/4 (consequently, \\B — B'\\i > (k + l)/4) and

 log(cardHi) > Ciklog ^1 + • (C.3.5)
 Here, b^,b'^ are the first columns of B, B' with their first components replaced
 by 0. Thus, for any two distinct matrices £ and £' belonging to the family
 Af' = {£ = Ip + §B : B G Hi}, we have ||£ — £'||J > C^aïk2 for some constant
 C4 > 0. Here, Af C Qq '(k) thanks to the second inequality in (C.3.1). Also, by 0

 Lemma 1, KL(Ps,Pip) < a2k for all £ G A/'. These remarks and (C.3.5) imply p/

 the suitably modified (i) and (ii) for the choice

 .1 ( e(p — 1)
 a = a0 - log 1 + n V k

 1/2

 with ao small enough. The rest of the proof follows the same lines as the proof
 of (C.3.2).

 The lower bound (C.3.3) and Theorem 4 in Cai and Zhou (2012) imply
 that the rate R((\ogp)/n)(-l~q^2 is optimal on the class Q^(R) under the || • ||i
 norm if Rnq/2 < pa with some a < 1. In particular, for q = 0 this optimality
 holds under the quite natural condition k = 0(pa), and no lower bound on p
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 1364 T. TONY CAI AND HARRISON H. ZHOU

 in terms of n is required. Clearly, this is also true when we drop the condition

 E > 0 in the definition of Gq (R) and consider a weak lq constraint as in Cai
 and Zhou (2012).

 Note that the rate ip^0> is very similar to the optimal rate in the Gaussian
 sequence model, cf. Section 11.5 in Johnstone (2011). This is due to the similarity
 between the vector £2 norm and the Frobenius norm. The rate ip^ is different
 but nevertheless has analogous ingredients. Observe also that, in contrast to the
 remark after Theorem 1 in Cai and Zhou (2012), we prove the Frobenius and
 the II • ||i-norm lower bounds (C.3.2) and (C.3.3) by exactly the same technique.
 The key point is the use of the "^-selection lemma" (Lemma A.3 in Rigollet and
 Tsybakov (2011)). The lower bound (C.3.3) improves upon Theorem 2 in Cai
 and Zhou (2012) in two aspects. First, it does not need the assumption p > nv,
 v > 1, and provides insight on the presumed optimal rate for any configuration of

 n,p, R. Second, it is established for general loss functions w, in particular for the
 "in probability" loss that we consider below. The technique used in Theorem 2
 of Cai and Zhou (2012) is not adapted for this purpose as it applies to special
 losses derived from w(t) = t.

 4. Approximate Sparsity and Optimal Rates

 Along with the hard thresholding estimator considered by Cai and Zhou
 (2012), one can use the soft thresholding estimator E defined as the matrix with
 off-diagonal elements

 âij = sign((T* )(|(T* | - t)+ ,

 where <t*j are the elements of the sample covariance matrix E*, r > 0 is a
 threshold, and (•)+ denotes the positive part. The diagonal elements of E are all

 set to 1 since we consider the classes Gq\R), j = 0,1. Then È = Ip + Ë0ff where
 E0ff admits the representation (the minimum is taken over all p x p matrices S
 with zero diagonal):

 Ë0ff = argmin {\S - E*^ + 2r|5|i} .
 S: diag(S)=0

 Take the threshold

 r-AqfiSZ, (C.4.1)
 n

 where A > 1 and 7 is the constant in the inequality (3.2) in Cai and Zhou (2012).

 Theorem 2. Let X\,..., Xn be i.i.d. random vectors in Rp with covariance ma
 trix Y.! such that (3.2) in Cai and Zhou (2012) holds. Assume thatp,n, and A are
 such that t < 6, where 8 is the constant introduced after (3.2) in Cai and Zhou
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 (2012). Then there exists C* > 0 such that, with probability at least 1 — C*p2 2A2,

 (C.4.2) IÊ — E||2 < min < I ii - s

 2

 IIS_S||»+(1±^) AV15'0108"
 n

 where min# denotes the minimum over all p x p matrices.

 Proof. Write a*j = atJ + where the = a*3 — (jl3 are zero-mean random
 variables, i ^ j. Thus, considering a*i} as observations, we have a sequence model
 in dimension p(p — 1). It is easy to see that it is a special case of the trace regres
 sion model studied in Koltchinskii, Lounici, and Tsybakov (2011) where Aq is a
 diagonal matrix with the p(p— 1) off-diagonal entries of S on the diagonal. In the
 notation of Koltchinskii, Lounici, and Tsybakov (2011), the corresponding matri

 ces Xi are diagonalizations of canonical basis vectors, the norm || • ||z,2(n) coincides
 with the norm | ■ I2, and rank(ß) is equal to the number of non-zero entries of
 diagonal matrix B. Thus, Assumption 1 in Koltchinskii, Lounici, and Tsybakov
 (2011) is satisfied with p = 1, and we can apply Theorem 1 in Koltchinskii,
 Lounici, and Tsybakov (2011). It yields a deterministic statement:

 |S — E|2 < min < IS-Ell + r2|S|„

 provided r > 2 max^j \a*3 — azj \. From (3.2) in Cai and Zhou (2012) and a
 union bound, we obtain that, for r defined in (C.4.1), this inequality holds with
 probability greater than 1 — C*p2~2A2.

 Corollary 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, for any 0 < q < 2, there
 exist constants C', C* > 0 such that with probability at least 1 — C*p2~2A2,

 ||S — E||2 < nun ^2||S — E||2 + C'|5|^ (~~) ' • (C.4.3)
 Proof. Let |s[/]|, 1 = 1,... ,p(p— 1), denote the absolute values of the off-diagonal
 elements of S ordered in a decreasing order. Note that for any p x p matrix S

 and any 0 < q < 2 we have |sß|9 < \S\qq/l. Fix an integer k < p(p - 1). Taking
 s'ij = sij if I sij I > |s[fc]l and s[j = 0 otherwise, we get that for any S there exists
 a p x p matrix S' with |S"|o = k such that

 I q|2lLl—2/q

 IS - S'il = £ 4 < |S|5 £ i-2" < 1 ) _ .
 l>k l>k
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 1366 T. TONY CAI AND HARRISON H. ZHOU

 Together with Theorem 2, this implies that for any integer k < p(p — 1) we have

 IS - S|2 < mm

 Optimizing the right hand side over k completes the proof.

 Note that the oracle inequalities (C.4.2) and (C.4.3) are satisfied for any
 covariance matrix E, not necessarily for sparse E. They quantify a trade-off
 between the approximation and sparisty terms. Their right-hand sides are small
 if E is well approximated by a matrix S with a small number of entries or with

 small lg norm of the off-diagonal elements. If the matrix E is sparse, E G Gq°^ (R),
 the oracle inequalities (C.4.2) and (C.4.3) imply that

 sup (||S - E|| > C"R1/2 ^ \ < C*p2~2A2
 E6ö^(ä) V \ n J )

 for some constant C" > 0. This also holds when we drop the condition E > 0 in
 the definition of Gq {R)- Combining this with Theorem 1, we find that the rate

 R1/2 ((logp)/n)l^2"q^ is optimal on the class Gq (R) under the Frobenius norm
 if Rnqt2 < p2a with some a < 1. In particular, for q = 0 this optimality holds
 under the condition k < p2a with some a < 1.
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 COMMENT

 Peter J. Bickel1, Elizaveta Levina2, Adam J. Rothman3 and Ji Zhu2

 1 University of California, Berkeley, 2 University of Michigan
 and 3 University of Minnesota

 The authors offer insightful results on minimax rates for large covariance
 matrix estimation under the matrix fi-norm that add to the previously known
 results on the matrix f^-norm. Incidentally, we expect that some version of
 the results on the £\ and £2 norms in this context can also be developed for
 the Wiener norm (see Bickel and Lindner (2011) for more details), defined by
 ||£||w = max/; X/IITjI : K ~~ JI — ^}, particularly in the time series domain for
 which it was introduced by Wiener.

 Minimax risk is often used as a benchmark for the evaluation of an estimation

 method, and having optimal tuning parameter rates is helpful for understanding
 the behavior of various methods. However, there is also the issue of selecting
 the tuning parameter in practice, mentioned in the paper as well, which cannot
 be done using the theoretical bounds of this kind and requires cross-validation.
 Since this paper studies the convergence in the matrix fi-norm, and most of the
 previous literature focuses on convergence in the matrix t?2-norm, we decided
 to investigate the effect of using various norms for tuning parameter selection
 via cross-validation, focusing on the thresholding estimator and the parameter
 space V(Gq{p, cn,p))- Our expectation was that the empirical risk calculated via a
 particular norm would be minimized by the tuning parameter selected by cross
 validation using the same norm, but this turned out not to be the case.

 Specifically, we evaluated the performance of the random splitting method
 for tuning parameter selection described in Bickel and Levina (2008a,b). The
 n observations are randomly partitioned M times into a validation set of size
 «va = n/logn and a training set of size ntr = n — nva. Define the f'l-norm
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